2017 CAMPAIGN

C - COLLAR
L - LICENSE
V - VACCINATE
C - CONFINE

WHEN
BEGINNING JANUARY 1, 2017

WHERE
NAVAJO NATION ANIMAL SHELTERS (Each 1st & 3rd Tuesday of the Month)

NEW PRODUCTS • Animal Licensing • Vaccinations • Microchips • Deworming Products • Collars • Leashes • Run lines •

WWW.NNDFW.COM
ANIMAL CONTROL PROGRAM

NAVAJO NATION ANIMAL SHELTERS

FORT DEFIANCE
ACO Gerrick Skeet
ACO Patrick Leo
KO Christopher Dawes

MANY FARMS
ACO George Skeet
KO Brent Sutton
(928) 781-4380

SHIPROCK
SACO Stacey Daw
KO Connie J. Kady
(505) 368-1235

TUBA CITY
ACO Gregory Pahe
KO Anthony Daw
(928) 283-3089